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Superior Cybersecurity for 

Clinical Networks

Medigate and Forescout are delivering superior cybersecurity for clinical networks by integrating 

Medigate’s leading medical device identification and profiling capabilities into Forescout’s 

enterprise-wide visibility and access control solution. The joint solution provides organizations 

with the rich contextual network visibility they need to restrict access to only required activities 

and deliver the highest level of security.

Medigate powers Forescout’s enterprise-wide visibility with a detailed understanding of medical 

devices and their protocols to create more accurate device profiles. The combination enables 

deeper visibility into every connected device and the creation of more meaningful access policies. 

Current Integration 

1. Install the Medigate plugin on the Forescout platform.

2. Through the connection between the Forescout platform and the Medigate Collection

Server (MCS), you can feed asset attributes of all identified devices - medical and IoT

-into the Forescout platform.
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Future Development 

1. Asset Inventory

a. By using the built-in tags or creating new ones through the plugin, you can attach 
tags to each asset pulled from the Medigate platform.

b. The Forescout classification engine allocates the devices by groups, such as 
mobile devices or creates new groups, such as medical devices.

c. Medigate creates specific properties for medical devices (e.g. “holds PHI”), and 
populates that information for inclusion in the inventory.

2. Creating Policies

a. A condition can be created based on specific medical device properties. For 
example, “if stores PHI.”

b. If certain conditions exist, it will drive policy-based actions. For example, create 
ACLs, assign to VLAN, send notification alerts, and more.

Use Cases 

1. Pull any ICSA/ICSMA advisories and create policies based on “any” found or look for

specific IDs.
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2. Understand the FDA Class of Devices, versus just its Risk-Score, and take appropriate

actions. For example:

a. Medigate will fingerprint Roche Accu-Check device and identify it as an FDA Class

2 device with a high score.

b. Forescout’s policy engine takes appropriate action and sends a notification email. It

may also trigger actions with other third-party solutions, such as Splunk,

ServiceNow and others.

3. Trigger common vulnerabilities and exploits (CVEs). For example, it is possible to pull in

the CVEs as a list and trigger on either a specific CVE or “any” that are found.
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Summary 

Together, Medigate and Forescout provide superior cybersecurity for clinical networks. 

Healthcare organizations are empowered with the combination of Forescout’s enterprise-wide 

visibility and access control for all connected devices and Medigate’s leading medical device 

identification and communication profiling capabilities. As a result, they will gain rich contextual 

visibility into their clinical networks, benefit from sophisticated network analysis to detect threats, 

and implement clinically-driven, rule-based policies through the Forescout platform enforcement 

and orchestration mechanisms. 
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